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Press Release Body = BiGDUG, the UK’s best value online racking and 
shelving company, has introduced offers on a new range of modular 
Gratnells tray storage units, exclusively for schools and colleges.  

The Gratnells tray storage units boast a fully modular design for 
optimum flexibility, with a light but strong bumper grade plastic frame. 
As a result, they’re the ideal storage and shelving units for use in a 
classroom environment - on desks or under benches - complete with 
castors for easy mobility.  

Additionally, schools that take advantage of BiGDUG’s introductory 
prices on Gratnells tray storage will receive their items fully 
assembled and ready to use on delivery. For a fun twist, Gratnells 
trays are available in six popular colours, clicking together to form a 
strong plastic frame that’s light and simple to move. Moreover, 



Gratnells tray storage system is 100 per cent recyclable - 
therefore, it is the perfect storage tool for schools and colleges eager 
to teach their students about the values of the environment.  

Doug Nourse, chief executive of BiGDUG, said:  

"Our easy to use, low-cost storage bays have always been a hit with 
primary schools and other educational institutions. And with our 
exclusive new introductory offers on Gratnells tray storage units, 
schools and colleges will be able to kill two birds with one stone: by 
minimising costs and finding a top quality, versatile storage system.  

Mr. Nourse added:  

"Our Gratnells storage products are also fantastic value when 
compared to traditional wood or metal framed storage and are fully 
recyclable - so they adhere entirely to BiGDUG’s solid commitment to 
give something back to the community."  

BiGDUG’s range of shelving, storage and racking items offer schools 
and colleges a range of classroom-compatible products, including 
lockers, shelving storage bays with flip-top boxes and archive shelving, 
amongst many other shelving and racking items. Furthermore, 
BiGDUG also constantly updates its product sales, so anyone looking 
for budget shelving and storage items online will be able to find a 
range of special offers on its mega deals section, in keeping with 
BiGDUG’s commitment to be the UK’s number one provider of low-
cost shelving online.  

About BiGDUG: 
BiGDUG is the best value online racking and shelving company in the 
UK. BiGDUG specialises in offering customers specifically produced 
products that are easy to assemble and operate. BiGDUG’s main 
products include: galvanised shelving, industrial shelving, archive 
shelving, chrome shelving, plastic bins and workbenches.  

BiGDUG also offers its client first-class customer service, with the 
ability to refund in the event of product dissatisfaction, as well as the 
option to contact BiGDUG via email or telephone for suggestions and 
complaints.  

BiGDUG is currently one of the biggest employers in a rural area in 
the UK.  
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